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The Return of the Soul and Earthbound China：Fei Xiaotong’s
Local Complex
Peng Zhaorong
Abstract：Rural Vitalization strategy is being implemented in China. In view of the current problems arising from
urbanization，the author once again led the team to visit Jiang village and retook this field point to which Mr. Fei
devoted his life in local studies. We are convinced that Mr. Fei’s researches on the villages such as Jiang Village
and the rural wisdom，initiative and innovation that he has been striving for have a special reference value for the
current rural revitalization and can correct some cognitive bias，the so-called Chinese economic miracle is driven
by the city，to a certain degree. Since ancient times，China has been taking agriculture as the foundation，but why
it has caused agriculture poverty，which deserves our deep reflection. Fei Xiaotong，the son of native land in Chi－
na，deserves our admiration for his lifelong spirit of exploration and his summary of the principle of native land
deserves special attention.
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